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Most probable charge of fission products in 24 MeV proton induced fission of238U
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The charge distributions of fission products in 24 MeV proton-induced fission of238U were measured by the
use of an ion-guide isotope separator on line. The most probable charge (Zp) of the charge distribution was
discussed in view of the charge polarization in the fission process. It was found thatZp mainly lies on the
proton-rich side in the light mass region and on the proton-deficient side in the heavy mass region compared
with the postulate of the unchanged charge distribution. The charge polarization was examined with respect to
productionQ values.@S0556-2813~98!04101-6#

PACS number~s!: 25.85.Ge, 24.75.1i
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I. INTRODUCTION

The process of nuclear charge division of a fission
nucleus between two fragments is of great interest in conn
tion with the mass splitting in nuclear fission. Wahlet al.
proposed that the charge distribution of fission products
well represented by a normal Gaussian function@1#. Earlier
experiments in thermal neutron-induced and spontaneous
sion show that the width of the charge dispersion is not
pendent essentially upon either the fissioning nucleus or
excitation energy@1–3#. Small deviations from the Gaussia
curve have been explained due to the odd-even effects w
enhance the yield of nuclei with even numbers of proto
and/or neutrons@4,5#. Attempts have also been made to r
late these yield deviations to the shell effects by which nu
with magic numbers are favorably produced@1,5#.

Several hypotheses about the most probable charge
been proposed. According to the unchanged charge distr
tion ~UCD!, primary fission fragments have the same proto
to-mass ratio as in the fissioning nucleus. If the charge in
fissioning nucleus is distributed homogeneously and the
distribution of the charge does not occur in the course of
fission process, the charge density of fission fragments
be the same as that of the fissioning nucleus. In this se
the UCD hypothesis is straightforward and permits a sim
method to estimate the most probable charge@6–8#. The
equal charge displacement~ECD! states that the most prob
able charges for one fission fragment and for its complem
tary fragment lie an equal number of charge units away fr
the b stability line. This ECD hypothesis was empirical
suggested by Glendenin@9# and seems to reproduce the mo
probable charge in low excitation fission@1,2,10#. In the
minimum potential energy model~MPE!, a nucleonic redis-
tribution occurs such that a minimum in the sum of t
nuclear potential energy and Coulomb repulsion energ
attained and fission proceeds along the minimum poten
energy surface. This MPE hypothesis was proposed
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Present@11# and found to describe the fission of197Au with
112 MeV 12C rather well@12#. However, none of the variou
postulates have succeeded in becoming a general rule.

Many experimental studies have been carried out to
termine the charge distribution in various reaction syste
@1–4,13–20#. Most of them were performed using radio
chemical separations@1–4,13–19# or by using an ordinary
isotope separator@20#. The majority of fission products
formed in low-energy fission of actinides are neutron-ri
nuclides that have relatively short half-lives. Since the rad
chemical analysis methods usually take a long time, it
difficult to measure the products with very short half-live
Also the method using an ordinary isotope separator is
applicable to highly refractory elements. Mass-gated x-
measurement also gives information about the charge di
bution @21#. However, this method contains fairly large am
biguity in determining yields due to the nuclear de-excitati
process resulting in large variations of x-ray fluorescen
yields from isotope to isotope. In this sense, the direct m
surement of nuclides of interest is superior to the x-ray m
surement. And yet, up to now, the obtained nuclides w
restricted to several masses and mostly situated on
neutron-deficient side of the charge distribution at each m
chain.

In the present work, the charge distributions in the proto
induced fission of238U were obtained by the use of an ion
guide isotope separator on-line~IGISOL!. As IGISOL does
not have an ordinary ion source and thus most difficult
arising from the ion source are not encountered. Using
method, very short-lived nuclides were measured with a r
sonably high efficiency@22#.

II. EXPERIMENT

A. Irradiation and mass separation

The experiments were performed by the use of the A
cyclotron and IGISOL at the Cyclotron and Radioisoto
Center in Tohoku University. The Tohoku IGISOL is com
posed of an ion-guide chamber, a mass separator, and a
transport system@23#. The ion-guide chamber consists of a
,
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57 179MOST PROBABLE CHARGE OF FISSION PRODUCTS IN . . .
ion-guide vacuum chamber and an ion-guide target cham
The chamber is separated from the cyclotron beam line
two titanium foil windows of 6.8 mg/cm2 thickness at the
entrance and the exit of the beam line, and evacuated by
large-capacity mechanical booster pumping system. The
get chamber is separated by windows of 5mm thick Havar
foils from the vacuum area of the vacuum chamber and fi
with helium buffer gas of about 140 mbar pressure. T
cross-sectional view of the target chamber is shown in Fig
The target in the target chamber consisted of two s
support foils of 238U whose thicknesses were 20 mg/cm2.
Proton bombarding energy was 24 MeV at the point betw
the two target foils. The beam energy losses in the wind
foils and the target foils were calculated from the rang
energy relationship@24#. The beam intensity was monitore
by a Faraday cup equipped with a current integrator, and
checked at both the entrance and exit points of the ta
chamber in order to correct for the effect of the scattering
the window foils and the targets. The beam current was ty
cally about 1.5mA on target. In the present work, howeve
it was not necessary to measure a precise beam curren
cause only the relative cross sections of isobaric mem
were of interest.

Most of the helium gas from the target chamber is
moved by differential pumping with a skimmer system. T
electric field of around2500 V between the exit hole an
the skimmer guides thermarized recoil ions in the extract
part of the mass separator. The ions are accelerated with
extraction field applied to the skimmer and the extract
electrode, and are introduced to the analyzing magnet a
being made into a parallel beam by two lens systems. M
separated ions are collected on an aluminized Mylar tap
the tape transport system which is controlled by a microco
puter. For the adjustment of the mass separator O1 ions were
used and the optimum magnetic field was determined
measuring theg-ray activities of fission products at eac
mass number.

B. Measurement

The identification and the determination of the radioa
tivities of fission products were made by ag-ray spectrom-
etry using two high-purity Ge detectors coupled to 4
channel pulse height analyzers. One detector was positio
just behind the collecting point of transported fission pro

FIG. 1. Cross-sectional view of the IGISOL target chamber.
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ucts, and used for the measurement of accumulating radi
tivities. The other was set about 40 cm away from the fi
detector along the collection tape, and used for a growth
decay measurement@25#. It took 0.3 s to move the collection
tape between the two measuring positions. The energy r
lutions full width at half maximum of the two detectors we
2.1 and 2.8 keV for the 1332 keVg ray of 60Co, respec-
tively. The calibrations ofg-ray energy and detection effi
ciency for the energy range from 50 to about 3000 keV w
performed using a set ofg reference sources~ 22Na, 54Mn,
57Co, 60Co, 137Cs, 133Ba, and 241Am! and handmade
sources of56Co and 152Eu. In order to avoid loss from the
photopeak through summing of detector pulses, the detec
were positioned at more than 2 cm from the source posit

For the growth and decay measurement the time inte
of the tape transportation was varied from 5 s to 30 min
according to the half-lives of nuclides of interest. In order
get a reasonableg-ray photopeak area of the nuclide of in
terest, counting cycles were repeated from 10 to 5000 tim
which correspond to about 2–9 h measurements. For the
cay analysis,g-ray spectral data were recorded on a magne
tape event by event together with the time information o
Multi Channel Scaler~MCS!, and monitored by the GPIB
based fast data acquisition system@26#. The time signal of
the end of the tape movement was used for the trigger p
of MCS.

For some nuclides,g-ray measurements were performe
by a simple accumulation method. In this method, only
first detector was used. The activity was simply measured
2–3 h through the irradiation period, and the tape transp
system was used only to discard the radioactivities of lo
lived nuclides which disturb the spectra as a background
tivity.

C. Data treatment

Most of fission products are on the neutron-rich side
theb stability line. They will become stable after successi
b decays. Therefore, in order to deduce the independ
yield from the measured radioactivity, it is necessary to c
rect for the contribution from precursors. For the growth a
decay analysis, the event-by-event data were converte
3–10 consecutive singles spectra in time sequence accor
to the MCS data. The time interval corresponding to ea
spectrum depends on the half-life of the nuclide of intere
The obtained singles spectra were analyzed by the prog
SAMPO @27# and an originally developed program whic
works interactively.

The obtained radioactivities were converted to either p
tial cumulative yields or independent yields as follows. Aft
the end of collection, the following differential equation
hold for the members of a given decay chain:

dN1

dt
52N1l1 , ~1!

dNi

dt
5Ni 21l i 212Nil i , i 52,3,..., ~2!

whereN1 ,N2 ,N3 ,... are thenumber of nuclei at timet, and
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l1 ,l2 ,l3 ,... are thecharacteristic decay constants. The
differential equations can be easily solved and activities
given by

A15A10 exp~2l1t !, ~3!

A25A10

l2

l22l1
$exp~2l1t !2exp~2l2t !%

1A20 exp~2l2t !, ~4!

A35A10l2l3H exp~2l1t !

~l22l1!~l32l1!
1

exp~2l2t !

~l12l2!~l32l2!

1
exp~2l3t !

~l12l3!~l22l3!J 1A20

l3

l32l2
$exp~2l2t !

2exp~2l3t !%1A30 exp~2l3t !..., ~5!

whereA1 ,A2 ,A3 ,... are theradioactivities at the timet and
A10,A20,A30,... are theactivities at the end of collection
e
re
The obtained activities at the end of collection were co
verted to corresponding cross sections by correcting for s
ration conditions. The next differential equations hold duri
the period of collection:

dN1

dt
5N0s1«1f2N1l1 , ~6!

dNi

dt
5N0s i« if1Ni 21l i 212Nil i

i 52,3, . . . ~7!

whereN0 is the number of the target nuclei,s1 ,s2 ,s3 ,...
are the cross sections,«1 ,«2 ,«3 ,... are thetransport efficien-
cies in IGISOL, andf is the proton beam flux. By solving
these differential equations, the next equations are deriv
A105N0s1«1f$12exp~2l1t !%, ~8!

A205N0s1«1fF l2

l22l1
$12exp(2l1t)%1

l1

l12l2
$12exp~2l2t !%G1N0s2«2f$12exp~2l2t !%, ~9!

A305N0s1«1fF l2l3

~l22l1!~l32l1!
$12exp~2l1t !%1

l1l3

~l12l2!~l32l2!
$12exp~2l2t !%1

l1l2

~l12l3!~l22l3!

3 $12exp~2l3t !%G1N0s2«2fF l3

l32l2
$12exp~2l2t !%1

l2

l22l3
$12exp~2l3t !%G

1N0s3«3f$12exp~2l3t !%... . ~10!

Thus, the relative independent yields,N0s i« i can be obtained by substitutingAi0’s in Eqs.~3!–~5! for Eqs.~8!–~10!.
For the simple accumulation method, Eqs.~8!–~10! were integrated over the collection timeT:

C15N0s1«1fFT2
1

l1
$12exp~2l1T!%G , ~11!

C25N0s1«1fFT2
l2

l1~l22l1!
$12exp~2l1T!%2

l1

l2~l12l2!
$12exp~2l2T!%G1N0s2«2fFT2

1

l2
$12exp~2l2T!%G ,

~12!

C35N0s1«1fFT2
l2l3

l1~l22l1!~l32l1!
$12exp~2l1T!%2

l1l3

l2~l12l2!~l32l2!
$12exp~2l2T!%

2
l1l2

l3~l12l3!~l22l3!
$12exp~2l3T!%G1N0s2«2fFT2

l3

l2~l32l2!
$12exp~2l2T!%

2
l2

l3~l22l3!
$12exp~2l3T!%G1N0s3«3fFT2

1

l3
$12exp~2l3T!%G ..., ~13!
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57 181MOST PROBABLE CHARGE OF FISSION PRODUCTS IN . . .
whereC1 ,C2 ,C3 ,... are thenumber of disintegration during
the collection.

If there is a branch of disintegration, the correspond
terms in the above equations are multiplied by the branch
ratios. The nuclear data used for the analysis are liste
Table I with quoted references@28–64#.

Since the time taken to transport the products from
target chamber to the collecting position is short enough
comparison with the half-lives of the nuclides of interest, t
decay during the period between production and collec
was neglected in the above calculation.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Relative yield of fission product

The relative yields of 143 nuclides in 40 mass chains w
measured in the system of 24 MeV proton-induced fission
238U by the use of IGISOL. The results are summarized
Table I, where the relative yields are expressed as fractio
yields. For the conversion of the relative yield into the fra
tional yield, it is necessary to evaluate the chain yield
each mass number. The chain yields were estimated as
ing a Gaussian charge distribution with the parameters
scribed in the next section. The mass number of the obse
nuclides ranges from 82 to 149, including symmetric fiss
products. The half-lives of these nuclides range from 0.32
(120Ag) to 13.16 days (136Cs). In particular, it is noteworthy
to have determined the yields of 76 nuclides having h
lives less than a minute. Such short-lived nuclides could
have been measured using conventional methods over su
wide range of mass numbers. The errors in the yields w
estimated from counting statistics, uncertainties in half-liv
and errors propagated from parent nuclides if any.

The obtained yields include the transport efficiency
IGISOL which may differ element by element and/or ma
chain to mass chain. The difference of the transport e
ciency in IGISOL can be eliminated in the following way.

To begin with, in IGISOL we can measure only the fra
tion of produced fission fragments that are thermalized i
helium buffer gas. The recoil ranges of fission fragme
differ from one another due to the wide variety of mass nu
bers, atomic numbers, and kinetic energies of fission fr
ments. The position of the effective region in the target v
ies with the recoil range of a fragment. However, t
differences of the effective target thicknesses are expecte
be small for neighboring fragments of interest.

Next, the transport efficiency may be affected by bo
operating conditions of the mass separator and the chem
properties of the elements. The former defined as a phys
transport efficiency«p comes from the operating condition
of the mass separator such as the width of the defining
The latter defined as a chemical transport efficiency«c is
related to the thermal equilibrium of ions in a helium atm
sphere. The transport efficiency also depends on the pr
beam intensity@65#. Although the magnitudes of the tran
port efficiencies were considerably affected by the chang
the beam intensity, the ratios of the yields between the m
bers of the same mass chain were quite constant. There
the dependence of the beam intensity could be include
«p . Since the overall transport efficiency« t can be regarded
as the product of«p and «c , the observed yield of the nu
g
g
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clide of interestP is expressed as«p«cN0s.
For the nuclides with the same mass numberA1 , the

transport efficiency«p arising from the operating condition
of the mass separator is considered to be the same, bec
the members of a given isobar chain are simultaneously m
sured in a single experimental run. Therefore, the ratio
tween the yields of isobarsZ1 andZ2 includes only«c ,

PA1Z1

PA1Z2

5

«cZ1
•sA1Z1

«cZ2
•sA1Z2

. ~14!

In the same way, for the other mass numberA2 , the next
equation holds,

PA2Z1

PA2Z2

5

«cZ1
•sA2Z1

«cZ2
•sA2Z2

. ~15!

Since the nuclides with the same atomic number have
same chemical property, the corresponding«c can be re-
garded as the same. Consequently, by taking the ratio of
~14! and ~15!, the transport efficiency in IGISOL can b
eliminated

PA1Z1
•PA2Z2

PA2Z1
•PA1Z2

5
sA1Z1

•sA2Z2

sA2Z1
•sA1Z2

. ~16!

Therefore, if two kinds of isotopes are measured in differ
mass chains, one can extract the relationship between
yields independent of the transport efficiency in IGISOL.

B. Evaluation of the most probable charge

Empirically, the charge dispersion of fission products h
been well represented by a Gaussian distribution@1#. The
theoretical calculation with the asymmetric two-center sh
model also gives a Gaussian charge distribution@66,67#. In
low-energy fission, such as thermal-neutron-induced
spontaneous fission, deviations from a Gaussian have b
observed. This is ascribed to the odd-even nature of nucl
@5#. In charged-particle-induced fission, however, the od
even effect is presumed not to appear because the high
tation energy of the fissioning nuclei should wash out
effect. A great reduction of the odd-even effect has be
observed to occur when only an extra 3 MeV is added in
system of neutron-induced fission of235U @68#. The same
kind of reduction of the odd-even effect is observed
photo-induced fission of238U @69#. In the present work,
therefore, the analysis of the charge dispersion was
formed by assuming the following Gaussian function:

sAZ5
sA

~Cp!1/2 expS 2
~Z2Zp!2

C D , ~17!

wheresAZ is the independent yield of the nuclide with a
atomic chargeZ and a mass numberA, sA is the chain yield
of the mass chainA, Zp is the most probable charge, andC
is the width parameter of the distribution.

If the width parameters of the charge distributions f
different mass chains are constant as reported earlier@1–3#,
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TABLE I. Nuclear data used for the analysis and the obtained relative yields. Only a main characteristicg ray of each nuclide is listed.

Nuclide T1/2 Eg ~keV! I g ~%! Ref. Yielda Typeb Methodc

82Ge 4.6 s 1091.9 90. @28# 0.05360.003 C GD
82bAs 13.6 s 343.5 57.6 @28# 0.08860.003 I GD
82aAs 19.1 s 654.4 15.1 @28# 0.32960.031 I GD
83As 13.4 s 734.6 43. @29# 0.45160.016 C GD
83mSe 22.3 min 1030.6 20.6 @29# 0.05460.030 I GD
83gSe 70.1 s 356.7 69.9 @29# 0.41860.052 I GD
84As 5.5 s 1455.1 49. @30# 0.07160.002 C GD
84Se 3.1 min 408.2 100. @30# 0.56460.003 I GD
84mBr 6 min 424.0 100. @30# 0.04460.001 I GD
84gBr 31.8 min 1897.6 14.7 @30# 0.01160.003 I GD
87Br 55.69 s 1419.8 32. @31# 0.03660.052 C GD
87Kr 76.31 min 402.6 49.6 @31# 0.35760.110 I GD
87mSr 2.81 h 388.4 81.8 @31# 0.17560.084 I GD
88Se 1.52 s 159.2 10.6 @32# 0.21560.012 C GD
88Br 16.5 s 775.3 63. @32# 0.50060.030 I GD
88Kr 2.84 h 196.3 26. @32# 0.43860.061 I GD
88Rb 17.78 min 1836.0 21.4 @32# 0.16360.014 I GD
90Br 1.92 s 707.1 38. @33# 0.06460.004 C GD
90Kr 32.3 s 1118.7 36.2 @33# 0.17860.006 I GD
90mRb 4.3 min 824.2 8.64 @33# 0.45960.006 I GD
90gRb 2.6 min 831.7 27.8 @33# 0.10260.035 I GD
91Kr 8.57 s 108.8 43.5 @34# 0.01760.001 C GD
91Rb 58.4 s 93.6 33.7 @34# 0.52460.016 I GD
91Sr 9.52 h 1024.3 33.4 @34# 0.26360.047 I GD
91mY 49.71 min 555.6 94.9 @34# 0.00360.001 I GD
92Kr 1.85 s 142.4 66. @35# 0.01160.002 C GD
92Rb 4.5 s 814.7 8. @35# 0.24960.092 I GD
92Sr 2.71 h 1383.9 90. @35# 0.55960.155 I GD
93Kr 1.29 s 266.8 20.3 @36# 0.00860.001 C GD
93Rb 5.7 s 986.2 4.43 @36# 0.50060.050 I GD
93Sr 7.423 min 590.3 65.7 @36# 0.06460.056 I GD
94Rb 2.702 s 836.9 87.1 @37# 0.35960.010 C GD
94Sr 75.1 s 1427.6 94.2 @37# 0.51860.044 I GD
95Sr 25.1 s 685.9 24. @38# 0.48160.102 C GD
95Y 10.3 min 954.2 19. @38# 0.45460.231 I GD
97Sr 0.42 s 1905.0 28. @39# 0.29360.011 C SA
97mY 1.23 s 161.4 70.7 @39# 0.38960.006 I SA
97gY 3.5 s 3287.7 18.1 @39# 0.16260.024 I SA
99Y 1.47 s 121.8 43.8 @40# 0.13660.004 C SA
99Zr 2.1 s 469.1 55.2 @40# 0.18760.013 I SA
99mNb 2.6 min 253.3 3.71 @40# 0.34860.026 I SA
99gNb 15 s 137.7 90.6 @40# 0.22760.019 I SA
102Mo 11.2 min 211.7 3.82 @33# 0.93860.011 C GD
102mTc 4.35 min 628.1 25.2 @33# 0.04360.002 I GD
102gTc 5.28 s 475.1 6.25 @33# 0.02060.005 I GD
108Tc 5.17 s 242.2 82.4 @41# 0.46960.001 C GD
108Ru 4.55 min ~434.1 43.!d @41# 0.46560.010 I GD
108bRh 6 min 581.1 59. @41# 0.01960.001 I GD
108aRh 16.8 s 434.1 43. @41# 0.00560.002 I GD
116Pd 12.72 s 114.7 88. @33# 0.48760.004 C GD
116mAg 10.4 s 1028.9 30. @33# 0.29060.003 I GD
116gAg 2.68 min 699.3 10.9 @33# 0.16160.024 I GD
116mIn 2.18 s 162.4 36.6 @33# 0.03760.006 I GD
116mIn 54.15 min 416.9 26.2 @33# 0.03960.012 I GD
119Ag 2.1 s 626.4 10.7 @33# 0.43860.013 C GD
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TABLE I. ~Continued.!

Nuclide T1/2 Eg ~keV! I g ~%! Ref. Yielda Typeb Methodc

119mCd 2.2 min 1025.0 25. @33# 0.4206 0.005 I GD
119gCd 2.69 min 292.9 41. @33# 0.0616 0.010 I GD
120Cd 50.8 s ~1172.5 20.!d @33,42# 0.1766 0.004 C GD
120cIn 47.3 s 89.9 77.6 @42# 0.2846 0.003 I GD
120bIn 46.2 s 863.7 32.5 @42# 0.1296 0.011 I GD
120aIn 3.08 s 1172.5 19. @42# 0.1456 0.049 I GD
121Ag 0.72 s 341.6 30.9 @43# 0.0406 0.003 C GD
121mCd 8.3 s 1020.9 18.9 @44# 0.2606 0.004 I GD
121gCd 13.5 s 324.2 49.5 @44# 0.0736 0.003 I GD
121gIn 23.1 s 925.6 87. @33# 0.7466 0.054 I GD
122Cd 5.24 s 1140.3 39. @33,45# 0.4916 0.016 C GD
122aIn 10.8 s 407.3 7.8 @45# 0.2836 0.010 I GD
122bIn 10.3 s 1190.3 20. @45# 0.0796 0.010 I GD
122aIn 1.5 s 1013.1 2.7 @45# 0.0786 0.026 I GD
124Cd 0.9 s 179.9 49.9 @46# 0.1356 0.010 C GD
124bIn 2.4 s 1359.9 38.8 @46# 0.4136 0.002 I GD
124aIn 3.17 s 997.8 21.1 @46# 0.1266 0.015 I GD
126Cd 0.51 s 260.1 89.6 @33,47# 0.0426 0.001 C GD
126bIn 1.45 s 111.8 88. @47# 0.2046 0.009 I GD
126aIn 1.5 s 969.6 14.9 @47# 0.1796 0.013 I GD
128bIn 0.9 s 1867.0 32.3 @48# 0.0236 0.006 C GD
128aIn 0.9 s 1168.8 50.3 @48# 0.0166 0.014 C GD
128mSn 6.5 s 831.5 100. @48# 0.1936 0.003 I GD
128gSn 59.1 min 482.3 58. @48# 0.1776 0.011 I GD
128mSb 10.4 min 314 91.6 @48# 0.0826 0.005 I GD
128gSb 9.01 h 526.5 45. @48# 0.4156 0.066 I GD
130mSn 1.7 min 144.9 34. @33# 0.0226 0.001 C GD
130gSn 3.72 min 192.5 71. @33# 0.0436 0.001 I GD
130bSb 6.3 min 1017.5 30. @33# 0.1676 0.005 I GD
130aSb 40 min 330.9 78. @33# 0.2646 0.004 I GD
130mI 9 min 536.1 16.7 @33# 0.0386 0.007 I GD
130gI 12.36 h 668.5 96.1 @33# 0.1796 0.024 I GD
131Sb 23 min 943.4 44. @49# 0.5476 0.024 C GD
131gTe 25 min 149.7 68.9 @49# 0.1306 0.030 I GD
132Sn 40 s 340.8 43.2 @33# 0.00416 0.0004 C SA
132bSb 2.8 min 989.6 15. @33# 0.0386 0.002 I SA
132aSb 4.2 min 1041.5 18. @33# 0.0266 0.002 I SA
132Te 78.2 h 228.2 88.1 @33# 0.4826 0.053 I SA
132mI 83.6 min 599.8 13.2 @33# 0.3056 0.014 I SA
132gI 2.3 h 522.7 16.1 @33# 0.0886 0.012 I SA
134Te 41.8 min 210.5 22.5 @50# 0.2666 0.002 C GD
134mI 3.69 min 271.9 79. @50# 0.3336 0.006 I GD
134gI 52.6 min 1072.5 15. @50# 0.2256 0.007 I GD
135Te 19 s 603.5 37. @51# 0.0216 0.001 C GD
135I 6.57 h 1260.4 28.9 @51# 0.7906 0.041 I GD
135mXe 15.29 min 526.6 80.5 @51# 0.1516 0.001 I GD
135gXe 9.14 h 249.8 90.2 @51# 0.0596 0.002 I GD
136Te 17.5 s 334.0 18.8 @52# 0.0546 0.009 C GD
136bI 46.9 s 381.4 99.8 @52# 0.1766 0.003 I GD
136aI 83.4 s 1321.1 24.8 @52# 0.0396 0.012 I GD
136Cs 13.16 days 818.5 99.7 @52# 0.2026 0.003 I GD
138I 6.41 s 588.8 60. @53# 0.0416 0.006 C SA
138Xe 14.08 min 258.4 31.5 @53# 0.2116 0.022 I SA
138mCs 2.9 min 191.7 15.4 @53# 0.4796 0.045 I SA
138gCs 32.2 min 1009.8 29.8 @53# 0.0856 0.038 I SA
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TABLE I. ~Continued.!

Nuclide T1/2 Eg ~keV! I g ~%! Ref. Yielda Typeb Methodc

139Xe 39.68 s 218.6 52. @54# 0.0876 0.008 C GD
139Cs 9.27 min 1283.2 7.7 @54# 0.5666 0.050 I GD
139Ba 1.38 h 165.8 23.8 @54# 0.2666 0.032 I GD
140Xe 13.6 s 805.5 20. @55# 0.0096 0.003 C GD
140Cs 63.7 s 908.4 7.89 @55# 0.1926 0.021 I GD
141Xe 1.73 s 909.4 13.3 @56# 0.0626 0.005 C GD
141Cs 24.94 s 561.6 4.7 @56# 0.5456 0.021 I GD
141Ba 18.27 min 190.3 47 @56# 0.2816 0.031 I GD
142Ba 10.6 min 255.3 21.1 @57# 0.6166 0.025 C GD
142La 91.1 min 641.3 47.4 @57# 0.3536 0.078 I GD
143Cs 1.78 s 195.5 12.6 @58# 0.2066 0.020 C GD
143Ba 14.5 s 211.5 24.9 @58# 0.5436 0.029 I GD
143La 14.2 min 643.7 1.55 @58# 0.5176 0.207 I GD
143Ce 33 h 293.3 42.8 @58# 0.0556 0.055 I GD
144Ba 11.5 s 388.2 13.5 @59# 0.4796 0.077 C GD
144La 40.8 s 397.4 94.3 @59# 0.4556 0.044 I GD
145Cs 0.594 s 175.4 15.6 @60# 0.0306 0.002 C GD
145Ba 4.31 s 96.6 7.73 @60# 0.2336 0.012 I GD
145La 24.8 s 355.8 3.83 @60# 0.5436 0.047 I GD
145Ce 3.01 min 724.2 58.9 @60# 0.2236 0.017 I GD
146Ba 2.2 s 251.2 18 @61,62# 0.0306 0.012 C GD
146mLa 10 s 409.9 87 @61# 0.2256 0.004 I GD
146gLa 6.27 s 258.5 76 @61# 0.1066 0.006 I GD
146Ce 13.52 min 316.7 51 @61,62# 0.3496 0.009 I GD
146Pr 24.15 min 453.9 48 @62# 0.3466 0.015 I GD
147La 4.48 s 117.6 15 @33# 0.2896 0.029 C GD
147Ce 56.4 s 268.7 5.5 @33# 0.5556 0.061 I GD
148La 1.05 s 158.5 56 @63# 0.0966 0.015 C GD
148Ce 56 s 269.5 17 @63# 0.7616 0.023 I GD
148bPr 2 min 450.8 50 @63# 0.0506 0.022 I GD
148aPr 2.27 min 301.7 61 @63# 0.2016 0.005 I GD
149Pr 2.26 min 138.5 1.02 @64# 0.8846 0.041 C GD
149Nd 1.72 h 211.3 25.9 @64# 0.1156 0.084 I GD

aExpressed as fractional yields in each mass chain.
bC indicates cumulative yield,I indicates independent yield.
cGD indicates growth and decay analysis, SA indicates the simple accumulation method.
dObtained from daughter activity.
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mass numbersA1 andA2 can be expressed as
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As a result, the differencedZp is given in a unit of the width
parameterC. When more than two nuclides are measured
A1 andA2 , several combinations ofZ1 andZ2 are possible
in the evaluation ofdZp . In those cases, a least-squar
method was applied. The same kind of the data treatme
applicable in the analysis of the width parameter in orde
eliminate the IGISOL transport efficiency. If three identic
elements are observed at different mass chains, the di
r

s
is
o
l
r-

ence of the reciprocals of width parameters, 1/CA1
21/CA2

,

can be evaluated in principle. However, due to the large
rors, we could not obtain a significant result in the pres
work.

The resulting information about the most probab
charges is based only on their differencesdZp , but the trans-
port efficiency in IGISOL is eliminated as described abov
The obtaineddZp’s are not constant and some of them a
negative with increasing mass number. ForA5128 to 149, a
series ofdZp was obtained as a function of mass numb
Therefore, if at least two of the most probable charges
known in this mass region, otherZp’s can be evaluated. A se
of the obtaineddZp for the heavy fragments was transforme
to the most probable charges by a least-squares method
the known most probable charges ofA5132, 134, 136, and
148 which were interpolated form the reported data
Umezawa, Baba, and Baba@17#. In this calculation the width
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FIG. 2. Fractional yields of fission products in the 24 MeV proton-induced fission of238U. The closed symbols represent the fractiona
cumulative yields and the open circles indicate the independent yields. The curves are the estimated Gaussian distribution.~See text.!
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parameter was treated as a free parameter. The value o
resulting width parameter which gives the best fit wasC
51.0060.12 which is about the same as the reported va
@2#. The Gaussian charge distribution curves calculated w
the obtainedZp andC are shown in Fig. 2 together with th
relative yields of the fission products.

But in the case of light and medium mass products, th
are few normalizing points. If the transport efficiency
IGISOL is regarded to be constant in a given mass chainZp
can be obtained directly. TheZp obtained under such a
assumption was compared with those above evaluated
heavy mass chains. The comparison shows that directly
tainedZp’s are in fair agreement with those evaluated fro
the

e
th

re

for
b-

the calculation. As seen forA5128 to 149 of Fig. 2, the
calculated Gaussian curves reproduce the observed y
fairly well. Therefore, the transport efficiency may not be
important parameter in determining the gross structure of
charge distribution. Using this assumption, the most proba
charges of light and medium mass chains were estima
directly from the observed yields. The evaluated most pr
able charges are summarized in Table II.

C. Charge polarization

It is worthwhile to examine the present results in conn
tion with the charge polarization in fission. If the nucle
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charge is uniformly distributed throughout the fission proc
~the UCD model!, Zp is equal toZUCD. The value ofZUCD is
given by

ZUCD5S Zf

Af
DA8,

whereZf andAf are the charge and the mass of the fission
nucleus, respectively, andA8 is the mass of the primary fis
sion product of interest. The deviation ofZp from ZUCD is
plotted in Fig. 3. The primary fragment massesA8 were es-
timated by adding the average number of emitted neutr
@70# to the observed masses assuming that the fissio
nucleus is237Np. If no redistribution of the nuclear charg
occurred during fission,Zp would be equal toZUCD. How-
ever,Zp mainly lies on the proton-rich side in the light frag
ment mass region and on the proton-deficient side in
heavy one. This observation implies that charge polariza
occurs in the fission process. The nuclides of higher cha
density are formed in the light fragment region and those
lower charge density are formed in the heavy fragment
gion. In general, the proton-to-neutron ratio of the sta
nuclei decreases with increasing mass number because o
Coulomb repulsion of protons in a nucleus. Therefore, i
expected that the nuclear stability of fission fragments
flects the charge polarization in fission. From the charge c
servation of the fissioning system the magnitudes of the
viation of complementary fragments should be the same
with an opposite sign, if the nuclear charges of fragments
determined before separation. This can be ascertained b
perimposing the complementary light fragments to the he
ones. The result is shown in Fig. 4, where the mass num
of the heavy fragmentAh8 is taken as an abscissa. In th
figure, one can see that the deviations of complemen

TABLE II. The most probable charge of fission products in t
system of 24 MeV proton induced fission of238U.

A Zp A Zp

82 33.5560.09 124 49.2160.04
83 33.5860.06 126 49.6260.05
84 34.1660.01 128 50.6560.26
87 36.6561.15 130 51.5160.10
88 35.4660.12 132 52.4260.15
90 37.0760.65 134 52.9060.01
91 37.3360.13 135 53.1660.05
92 37.9160.48 136 53.9960.18
93 37.4660.97 138 54.9960.16
94 37.7460.31 139 55.2060.14
95 38.5360.23 140 56.0460.39
97 38.8560.03 141 55.2560.09
99 40.9160.08 142 56.3160.15
102 41.5060.14 143 56.0660.22
108 43.5560.05 144 56.4760.09
116 46.5260.02 145 56.9760.09
119 47.6060.02 146 57.7560.49
120 47.8160.04 147 57.8660.08
121 48.5860.06 148 58.0460.10
122 48.5160.03 149 58.7360.42
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fragments are nearly the same. Therefore, it is suggested
the most probable charge is determined before separa
The deviation is almost negligible at symmetric mass di
sions as expected. The absolute deviation tends to incr
with the degree of asymmetry. But the tendency is not m
notonous.Zp abruptly approachesZUCD near the mass num
ber A85142 ~or 95!, beyond this region the deviation be
comes large, andZp seems to approachZUCD again forA8
.150 ~or A8,87!. A preference for 50-proton, 50- and 82
neutron shell effect is not clearly seen and an odd-even ef
does not appear in contrast to thermal-neutron-induced
spontaneous fission@1,3,5#.

The indications that the most probable charge is de
mined before separation and is affected by the nuclear
bility suggest a certain correlation betweenZp and produc-
tion Q values. For a given mass split, many combinations
charge division are possible, and the most favorable cha
division may correlate with the most energetically favorab
combination. This kind of interpretation is similar to the po

FIG. 3. Deviation of the most probable charge from that e
pected in the UCD model.

FIG. 4. Same as Fig. 3 but folded at the symmetric mass
superimposed. The light mass products are indicated by closed
bols. The solid curve is the result of the estimation using produc
Q values.
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tulate of the minimum potential energy, MPE@11#. However,
the MPE prescription is extremely sensitive to both the m
equation used and the number of emitted neutrons and, th
fore, we prefer the use of ground-state masses. The m
energetically favorable chargeZQgg at each mass chain wa
defined as the midpoint of the interpolated charges wh
correspond to theQ values of 5 MeV below the largestQ
value, since the shape of theQ values is not a simple one. I
this estimation, theQ value is defined as the difference b
tween the mass of the fissioning nucleus and the ground-
masses of the primary fragments@71,72#. The result is shown
in Fig. 4 by a solid curve. As seen in the figure, the expe
mentalZp seems to correlate with the evaluatedZQgg except
in the A85142 region.

If the shape of theb stability curve vs the charge at
given mass number is about the same for a fragment pair
maximum energy is available for the pair by which the d
ferences between the most stable charge and the frag
charge are the same. In this sense, the ECD model ha
similar meaning as the present consideration by theQ val-
ues. Accordingly, by a proper estimation of emitted neutro
the ECD model may be applicable to particle-induced
sion.

A sudden approach toZUCD occurs in the mass regio
near A85142. Because this mass region is about in
middle of the neutron shell closures, any specific combi
tions of nuclear charges may not be pronounced, and acc
ingly the charge polarization is not encountered. If this is
reason for the sudden approach and the experimentalZp is
reproduced byZQgg as seen in other mass regions, the sha
of Qgg vs Z curves of this region is expected to have so
indications such as a larger width or a more flattened pe
However, no such indication is observed in the shapes of
Qgg vs Z curves. This mass region is coincident with t
neutron closed shell of deformed nuclei,N586– 88, sug-
gested by Wilkins, Steinberg, and Chasman@73#. Therefore,
the deformed shell may affect the decision of the cha
er
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division, which means that the main fission path to an asy
metric mass division goes through the deformed shell.

IV. CONCLUSION

The most probable charges of 40 mass chains were d
mined for 24 MeV proton-induced fission of238U using
IGISOL and by assuming a Gaussian charge distribution
was found thatZp mainly lies on the proton-rich side in th
light fragment mass region and on the proton-deficient s
in the heavy one; that is, the nuclides of a higher cha
density are formed in the light fragment region and those
a lower charge density are formed in the heavy fragm
region. This implies that charge polarization occurs in t
fission process. The deviation of the most probable cha
from the postulate of the unchanged charge distribution w
almost equal to that of the complementary fragment at e
primary mass. This means that the most probable charg
determined before separation.

The charge polarization was examined with respect to
chargeZQgg expected from the ground-stateQ values. The
experimentalZp was found to be fairly well reproduced b
the estimatedZQgg , which suggests that the fission reactio
occurs through a minimum potential energy path. Howev
some structure in the differences between the experime
Zp and ZUCD was recognized at the mass region nearA8
5142. This mass region is coincident with the neutr
closed shell of the deformed nuclei,N586– 88, suggested by
Wilkins, Steinberg, and Chasman@73#. This may imply that
the charge division of fission fragments is strongly affec
by the deformed shell.
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